The Glass Menagerie
by Tennessee Williams

This guide lists some of the available sources for further research and literary criticism of The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams.

Reference Books: (May be used in the library only)
- Contemporary Literary Criticism SV REF PN 771.C59 (Vols. 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 15, 19, 30, 39, 71, 111)
  Note: See index of the latest volume to locate specific characters, themes, etc. in the play.

Books: (May be checked out. Search the library catalog for loan periods and additional titles.)

Literary Criticism

Periodicals:
Cochise College Libraries Databases: Literature Resource Center, Literature Criticism Online, ProQuest, JSTOR

Sample articles from Literature Resource Center

Sample articles from ProQuest

Media:

DVD & VHS (May be checked out. Search the library catalog for loan periods and additional titles.)
Films on Demand (Streaming online. Off-campus users: Access FoD through My Cochise and search by item number.)